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INTRODUCTION 
This report is designed to accompany the Oxford Economics report prepared 
for ACEM, entitled ‘The economic importance of motorcycles to Europe’. It 
describes the methodology used to derive the estimates presented there, sets 
out the industrial sector classification used, and presents the results in detail. 

Fig. 1. Glossary of terms used in the report 

Term used Fuller meaning 

Motorcycle 
Any ‘L-category vehicle’, i.e. motorcycle, moped, motorised tricycle, motorised 
quadricycle, or other small motorised vehicle with similar characteristics. 

Motorcycle parts 
Engines, components, and accessories (e.g. saddles) for motorcycles. Also sidecars, 
although in the sub-sector analysis these are counted in ‘motorcycles’ rather than ‘parts’. 

Europe The 27 European Union member states (as of 2020) plus the UK. 

Motorcycle 
manufacturing 
industry 

The manufacture of motorcycles and motorcycle parts, plus the motorcycle-related R&D, 
design, headquarters, trading, and after-sales servicing functions of local and global 
motorcycle manufacturing companies, if carried out in Europe. 

Independent 
motorcycle sale 
and repair industry 

Other wholesale and retail trading in motorcycles and parts, and maintenance and repair 
services for those vehicles and parts, if undertaken in Europe. 

Motorcycle 
manufacturing and 
trading sector 

The above two industries combined. 

Accessories 
sector 

The manufacture and distribution in Europe of helmets, clothing, boots, and other 
accessories for motorcyclists (but not accessories for motorcycles). 

Sales / turnover Net-of-VAT sales receipts (including the value of transactions within the sector). 

Production Sector output, excluding VAT, other taxes on sales, and the cost of trading stock sold on. 

GDP 
The sector’s contribution to GDP, i.e. its net output, excluding taxes on sales and the cost 
of all bought-in goods and services. Technically known as ‘gross value added’ or ‘GVA’. 

'Headline' GDP 
Net output with sales taxes added back. Mainly used for national and regional 
economies, but not sectors of industry. 

Employment costs 
Employees’ wages and salaries, plus employers’ pension and social security 
contributions. A major component of GDP. Excludes self-employed income. 

Employment Number of jobs, including self-employed jobs as well as employee jobs. 

Direct impact The GDP and employment of, and taxes paid by, the sector concerned. 

Indirect impact Activity supported in the sector’s European supply chain. 

Induced impact Activity supported in Europe by the wage-funded spending of relevant workers. 

Tourism impact 
Activity supported in Europe by the additional spending in the local area of visitors to a 
sports or promotional event, e.g. on accommodation and catering. 

Tax impact Includes all taxes paid by firms and workers in the channel concerned (e.g. indirect). 

Direct taxes Also include VAT and other taxes on the sector’s sales to final consumers. 

Induced taxes Also include VAT and other taxes on the workers’ purchases. 

Tourism taxes 
Equivalent to total direct, indirect, and induced taxes supported by the provision of 
accommodation and catering services, etc, to the event attenders. 

Enabled taxes Road fuel duty, road user taxes and vehicle licence fees paid by motorcyclists. 

Total impact on 
the economy 

The total impact on European GDP, jobs, and tax revenues. The sum of the direct, 
indirect, induced, and tourism impacts, plus enabled tax payments.  

Economic impact 
The impact on the economy as described above, but also further effects including 
benefits to motorcycle users, and impacts on the balance of international trade.  

Social impact Any other cost or benefit not counted as ‘economic’. Includes environmental effects. 
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1. MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURING 
AND TRADING SECTOR 

1.1 DIRECT GDP AND EMPLOYMENT AT THE INDUSTRY-WIDE LEVEL   

The direct impacts were estimated by Oxford Economics using a survey of 
ACEM’s manufacturing company members, the Eurostat ‘structural business 
statistics’ dataset, and a range of other official economic data.  

The Eurostat ‘structural business statistics’ dataset provides detailed data on 
transactions for the ‘motorcycle manufacturing’ industry as a whole and, 
separately, the ‘motorcycle sale and repair’ industry as a whole, for all 
individual countries across the EU-27 and UK area.1 In that dataset, the 
economic activity of each business entity is allocated to an industry, based on 
that enterprise’s most important activity.  

Oxford Economics used data points concerned with total sales, total purchases 
of goods and services, purchases of goods for resale, total production, wages 
and salaries, other employment costs, the gross operating surplus2, and 
employment headcount. This enabled the following key metrics to be obtained: 

 Sales = turnover = net-of-VAT receipts. 

 Production3 = sales – cost of trading stock sold + unsold production4. 

 GDP5 = production – purchases of non-trading goods and services 
       =  employment costs + gross operating surplus + production taxes6. 

 Employment headcount = employees + self-employed. 

The Eurostat dataset has a number of gaps due to the suppression of data for 
confidentiality reasons, and these gaps were filled in by Oxford Economics 
taking into account results from the member survey, ratios from elsewhere in 
the dataset, and other information in the public domain. 

As the latest data points in these datasets related to 2018, or in some cases 
2017, the estimates were ‘grown forward’ to 2019, taking into account the more 
up-to-date Eurostat statistics available for sector production volumes, prices, 
and turnover, together with employment data for broader sectors of industry. 

The statistics in this dataset allowed trading activities to be separated out from 
other activities, in each case. These account for the majority of the sale and 

 

1 This includes motorcycles, mopeds and motor tricycles, and sidecars, engines and parts for those vehicles. 
2 Corporate earnings before tax, interest, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA), plus self-employed income. 
3 For businesses engaged only in trading, production is equal to the ‘gross margin’ on the trading stock sold. 
4 This includes production of motorcycles for the business’s own use, and other work—such as some R&D—
‘capitalised’ in the company accounts, as well as net additions to stocks of finished goods and work in progress. 
5 The industry contribution to GDP, measured net of VAT and other taxes on products, technically known as 
‘gross value added’ or ‘GVA’. This differs slightly from the ‘headline’ measure of GDP, mainly used for national 
economies, which includes taxes on products. 
6 Taxes paid by businesses that are unrelated to income, sales or purchases. Mainly business property taxes, 
payroll taxes, business vehicle licence fees, and some ‘green’ levies. 
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repair industry’s turnover, but for only a small amount of the manufacturers’ 
turnover—as, by definition, subsidiaries where trading activities are more 
important than manufacturing activities are classified to the ‘sale and repair’ 
sector, even if the unit concerned is part of a global manufacturing group.  

At this stage, the dataset for the study was therefore split into four activity 
types: manufacturing activity, the trading activities of manufacturing firms, other 
wholesale and retail activity, and repair and maintenance work. Three 
adjustments were then made, to better align the data with the definition of the 
motorcycle manufacturing and trading sector as agreed with ACEM: 

(1) The activity of the global motorcycle manufacturing companies’ trading 
subsidiaries was re-classified from the ‘other’ wholesale and retail sub-
sector to the manufacturers’ trading sub-sector. These amounts were 
estimated using the survey of ACEM’s members. ‘Other’ wholesale and 
retail was then re-labelled as ‘independent’ wholesale and retail. 

(2) Other ‘missing’ manufacturing activity could occur in the case of 
subsidiaries focused on R&D, or corporate headquarters functions, 
which can be classified to the ‘professional services’ industry in the 
official data. These amounts were also estimated using the member 
survey, and added to the manufacturing activity sub-sector.7 

(3) Finally, in the case of Spain, repair and maintenance activity based on 
the Eurostat dataset appeared to be very low, taking into account the 
relatively large motorcycle fleet in that country. This is consistent with 
the existence of ‘missing’ motorcycle repair activity, as a result of these 
repairs being carried out by firms whose main focus is car repairs. The 
production value of the Spanish repair sector was therefore revised 
upwards, based on average repair spending per motorcycle across the 
other 27 countries, adjusted for variations in national living costs. 

1.2 WITHIN-SECTOR TRANSACTIONS AND ACTIVITY BY SUB-SECTOR 

The indirect impact captures European GDP and jobs supported outside of the 
motorcycle manufacturing and trading sector, as a result of the sector’s 
spending on supplies from third parties. Before making those estimates, a 
stylised model of transactions between firms within the sector had to be 
developed first, with only the remaining purchases from ‘outside’ businesses 
then used as the starting point for calculating the knock-on indirect effect. 

This stylised mini-model was developed using ratios from a wider range of 
data, including the survey of ACEM’s manufacturing members; detailed 
production, export and import data from the Eurostat PRODCOM dataset; other 
Eurostat international trade data; more detailed business surveys at the 
national level; data on new motorcycle registrations by country; and information 
on typical net-of-VAT prices for new motorcycles.  

To help develop this mini-model, manufacturing activity was split into the 
‘manufacture of motorcycles’ and ‘manufacture of parts’ sub-sectors, with the 
latter (which includes engine manufacture) selling to the former (which also 

 

7 Headquarters functions mainly relating to trading activity are counted in the manufacturers’ trading sub-sector. 
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includes sidecar manufacture), as well as to wholesalers (to sell on to repairers 
and retailers). Here, unsold production was allocated to manufacturers of 
motorcycles, while sold production (the vast majority) was split between that 
sub-sector and the ‘parts’ sub-sector, using the split in the PRODCOM data. 

The independent wholesale and retail category was also split into two sub-
sectors, i.e. wholesale and retail separately, with the former selling to the latter 
(and to repairers in the case of parts), and retailers selling to final European 
customers. The split here ensured that the whole pattern of transactions 
between firms in the motorcycle manufacturing and trading sector fitted 
together in a consistent way, and fitted with all of the other data available.  

1.3 INDIRECT GDP AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS 

Only purchases from non-motorcycle sector European suppliers, and suppliers 
of all kinds based the rest of the world, are relevant to the indirect impact. Most 
of that impact will be driven by purchases from European suppliers. But imports 
from the rest of the world, including imports of motorcycles, can also buoy 
demand in Europe due to transactions supported further up the global supply 
chain. The main model is set up to capture these effects, as described below.   

Once the relevant purchases from third parties had been isolated, they were 
split by country and industry of supplier, using more information on transactions 
between industries. This drew on data published by the OECD, and the broad 
pattern of manufacturers’ purchases indicated by the ACEM member survey. 

This pattern of purchases was then combined with a large set of ratios in the 
OECD dataset, to arrive at production by country and industry throughout the 
global supply chain. Indirect GDP and jobs were derived from there, using 
GDP-to-production ratios from the OECD, and jobs-to-GDP ratios from 
Eurostat, for each industry in each country. For presentational purposes, the 
indirect results for the 36 industries in the model were then grouped into the 
eight broad sectors illustrated in the charts and tables. 

Fig. 2. The Oxford Economics Global Impact Model 

 

By using a model of the whole world economy, the impact of cross-border 
transactions is captured in full, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This is an improvement 
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on the ‘standard’ approach, in which national economies are modelled 
individually, with imports resulting only in ‘leakage’. 

1.4 INDUCED GDP AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS  

Induced impacts reflect the additional GDP and jobs supported in the European 
non-motorcycle economy, as a result of the wage-funded spending of workers 
in the motorcycle sector, and of workers in that sector’s global supply chain. 

This is effectively calculated in two parts. Induced effects supported by the 
spending of workers in the supply chain are calculated in tandem with the 
indirect impact. This uses additional ratios implicit in the OECD dataset, 
relating to the share of pay in total production, for each industry in each 
country, and household spending by country of residence of the purchaser and 
country and industry of the supplier. The model takes into account the effect of 
labour taxes and consumer taxes, and allows for spending by self-employed 
workers as well as employees. 

Induced effects due to the spending of the direct employees were then added. 
The starting point here was provided by the data on sector wages and salaries 
in the Eurostat business statistics set, and the survey of ACEM’s manufacturing 
members, as further adjusted by Oxford Economics to allow for estimated 
labour taxes. 

1.5 TAX IMPACTS 

To calculate taxes on work and business in each of the direct, indirect and 
induced channels, total production in each of the 28 countries was split into 
seven cost and profits categories: purchases of inputs; taxes on production; 
wages and salaries; employers’ social security and pension contributions; self-
employed income; capital depreciation; and pre-tax corporate profits net of 
depreciation.  

This spilt was based on ratios implicit in national and business accounts data 
from the OECD and Eurostat, and in the case of the direct channel was 
consistent with the detailed analysis of direct GDP and jobs already 
undertaken.  

Taxes (such as fuel duties) built into the cost of inputs were then calculated 
using ratios in the OECD dataset. Employers’ social security contributions, and 
employees’ income tax and social security contributions, were based on tax-to-
wage ratios taken from the OECD tax database, for employees on average 
national earnings. The rates for employees were also applied to the self-
employed. Statutory corporation tax rates sourced from the OECD were 
applied to net corporate profits, and taxes on production were added, to 
complete the total. Capital depreciation was assumed to bear no tax. 

Taxes on workers’ spending (such as VAT and excise duties) were then 
added to the induced tax total. Here, total spending by individuals employed in 
the direct, indirect and induced channels was assumed to be equal to wages, 
salaries and self-employed income, net of income tax and social security 
contributions paid by employees and the self-employed. Tax-to-spending ratios 
for each country (by residence of the purchaser) were then taken from the 
OECD dataset, and applied to that spending. 
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Finally, three types of tax paid by motorcyclists were estimated. Spending by 
EU residents, on motorcycles, parts, and maintenance and repair services, had 
already been estimated as part of the sector and sub-sector GDP modelling 
exercise. The rates of VAT applicable to that spending—each country’s 
standard VAT rate in nearly all cases—were sourced from the European 
Commission, and applied to that spending, to arrive at the VAT take. This was 
added into the direct tax impact, with the allocation by country based on the 
residence of the final consumer. 

Taxes paid by households and businesses for keeping and/or using motor 
vehicles of all types (variously termed ‘licence fees’ and/or ‘road user taxes’) 
were then sourced from the OECD, with the excise duty paid on road fuel, by 
road users of all kinds, sourced from the ACEA (European Automobile 
Manufacturers’ Association) and official national sources.  

The share of each type of tax accounted for by motorcycle users was then 
estimated, taking into account the share of motorcycles in each country in the 
total vehicle fleet (from Eurostat), and estimates (based on more limited official 
information) of the share of the total distance travelled by motor vehicles, 
relative licence fees by type of vehicle, and relative fuel consumption.  

These last two tax revenue flows are additional to the direct, indirect and 
induced tax impacts, but are counted in the ‘total tax footprint’ of the motorcycle 
manufacturing and trading sector. They are called ‘enabled’ taxes in this study, 
as they are enabled by the sector’s activity over many years, but are not 
determined by that activity in the particular year to which the results relate. 
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2. OTHER MOTORCYCLE-RELATED 
ACTIVITIES 

2.1 MOTORCYCLE SPORTS AND PROMOTIONAL EVENTS 

This section measures the economic impact of the major motorcycle sports and 
promotional events that took place in 2019. The list of events captured in this 
analysis was provided by ACEM and is included the full report. Covering 25 
race series and individual events, 20 major trade fairs and other events 
organised by OEMs, the list of major events was checked with manufacturers, 
trade organisations and sporting bodies.8 This is not an exhaustive list, but is 
intended to capture the major events that took place.  

This chapter quantifies the economic contribution of major motorcycle sporting 
and promotional (trade and OEM-organised) events that took place in the EU-
27 and UK in 2019. Estimates of the economic activity supported by these 
events—including their employment, how much was spent on organising and 
running the events, visitor numbers, where they visited from, and how much 
they spent—are based on survey responses from OEMs, national associations, 
and other associated parties. The survey responses are complemented by 
desk research from Oxford Economics, and any additional assumptions are 
outlined. 

In addition to quantifying the direct, indirect, and induced impacts of sporting 
events and promotional events (as in the previous section), this chapter 
includes a fourth impact: the tourism impact of the events. Race spectators 
stimulate economic activity for other types of business due to their ‘incidental’ 
spending—as they stay in hotels, eat in restaurants, travel on trains and 
coaches, and purchase souvenirs—during their trips. This spending generates 
activity in those tourist-facing sectors and their supply chains, contributing 
further to the European economy. In our estimation of the tourism impact 
association with the events, we only consider the expenditure of international 
spectators, so as to capture the additional spending that occurs in a country 
due to the events. 

2.2 MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF MOTORCYCLISTS’ ACCESSORIES 

For accessories manufacturers, the value of production of four types of 
goods, by country, was taken from the Eurostat PRODCOM dataset: leather 
outerwear garments, protective footwear, protective gloves, and safety 
headgear. As these goods are not exclusively aimed at motorcyclists, the 
proportion accounted for by the specific products of interest was estimated, 
based on turnover data for specific businesses. This was derived from a survey 
of ACEM’s trade associations, a follow-up exercise to that survey (helped by 
the associations), and other data from published financial accounts. 

 

8 ACEM, ADAC, ANCMA, ANESDOR, APIA, Arge2Rad, BMW, Ducati, FEBIAC, FFMoto, FIM, Harley Davidson, 
Honda, Infont Moto Racing, IVM, Kawasaki, KTM, MCRF, PZM, TKL, and Yamaha contributed to this chapter. 
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Estimates for sector GDP, employment costs, take-home pay and employment 
headcount, for each country, were derived from there, using Eurostat- and 
OECD-derived ratios for the wider textiles, clothing and leather manufacturing 
sector. But here, employment headcount was adjusted downwards, to reflect 
the comparatively high productivity implied by the sector-specific survey 
exercise, which obtained employment as well as turnover figures for the 
businesses concerned. 

Estimates for distributors of accessories were modelled from there. Total 
final supply of the products, at net-of-tax purchasers’ prices, was estimated by 
adding in imports (based on the import-to-production ratio for the relevant 
goods categories in the PRODCOM dataset), and traders’ margins (based on 
the ratio of traders’ margins to basic production values in the Eurostat ‘supply 
and use’ table for the textiles, clothing and leather manufacturing sector). 
Exports were then split out from total supply, using the export-to-production 
ratio in the PRODCOM dataset, with the remaining supply assumed to be sales 
to final EU residents. 

The traders’ margin here gave us the production value for the wholesalers and 
retailers. GDP, employment costs, take-home pay, and jobs headcount were 
estimated from there, on a country-by-country basis, using Eurostat- and 
OECD-derived ratios for the wider wholesale and retail sector. Total turnover 
was estimated by assuming that all sales to EU customers passed through the 
hands of one wholesaler and one retailer, with exports outside the EU involving 
one EU-based wholesaler. 

Indirect and induced impacts, and all tax impacts, were then derived in 
essentially the same way as for the motorcycle manufacturing and trading 
sector. The direct tax impact includes VAT on sales to final EU consumers.
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3. SECTOR CLASSIFICATION 
‘Motorcycle manufacturing and trading’: official classification (used for limited purposes only) 
Motorcycle 
manufacturing  
industry 

The 'manufacture of motorcycles' industry (class 30.91) in official business statistics, 
as published by Eurostat. Businesses and subsidiaries are classified to this industry 
if their main activity is the manufacture of motorcycles, and/or parts for motorcycles 
including sidecars, engines, components, and accessories such as saddles and 
mirrors (but not accessories for motorcyclists such as helmets). 

Motorcycle sale and 
repair industry 

The 'sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories' 
industry (class 45.4) in business statistics, covering business units whose main 
activity falls into this grouping. 'Sale' includes both wholesale and retail trade.  

‘Motorcycle manufacturing and trading’: definition for this study 

Motorcycle 
manufacturing  
industry 

As in the official classification, but also including subsidiaries of manufacturers 
whose primary activity globally is motorcycle production, but which are classified 
elsewhere in the official data as their primary activity locally is not. This can include 
trading activity, R&D centres, and corporate headquarters functions. 

Independent 
motorcycle sale and 
repair industry 

As in the official classification, but excluding trading activity attributed to the 
manufacturing industry as re-defined above. Motorcycle repair activity estimated to 
be 'missing' from the official data, as it is carried out by operators whose main 
activity is e.g. the repair of cars, is added in where this is estimated to be significant. 

‘Motorcycle manufacturing and trading’: sub-sectors in the direct impact analysis 

Manufacturers' 
trading 

The value of the trading activities (purchase and resale of goods) of businesses 
classified to the motorcycle manufacturing sector, as defined for this study. 

Manufacture of 
motorcycles  

The remaining value of the manufacturers’ activity is split between 'manufacture of 
parts' and 'manufacture of motorcycles', based on official data for manufacturing 
production by type of product. Here, manufacture of sidecars is included in 
'motorcycles' rather than 'parts'. Where a firm manufactures parts and fits them to its 
own motorcycles, this is counted in the 'motorcycles' rather than 'parts' sub-sector. 

Manufacture of parts See above. Includes engines, components, and accessories to be fitted to 
motorcycles, where produced for sale as separate items. 

Repair and 
maintenance 

The work of firms in the independent motorcycle sale and repair industry, other than 
sales activities and functions supporting sales activities. 

Retail The sales activities of firms in the independent motorcycle sale and repair industry, 
and supporting functions, where those sales are made to final customers in the EU. 

Independent 
wholesale 

The remaining trading activity, i.e. sales to retailers, repairers, and other wholesalers 
based in the EU, and exports to non-European clients.  

Industry groupings in the indirect and induced impact analysis 

Manufacturing Section C in the standard industry classification. Includes repair of machinery, 
except repair of motor vehicles. 

Other production Agriculture (section A), mining including oil extraction (B), energy supply (D), water 
and waste services (E), and construction (F). 

Wholesale & retail Section G. Includes motor trades and repair of motor vehicles. 

Transport services Section H. 

Information & 
communication 

Section J. Publishing; TV, film, radio, and music-related activities; 
telecommunications services; IT-related services; and information services.  

Finance & real estate Real estate activity including property rental (K), and finance and insurance (L). 

Professional & 
business services 

Professional services (M) such as accountancy, legal work, consultancy, research, 
advertising and design. Plus business support services (N) such as machinery 
rental, employment agencies, cleaning, security, and administrative support. 

Catering & personal 
services 

Hotels and catering (I); private education (P); private healthcare (Q): arts, sports, 
and entertainment (R); miscellaneous services (S); households as employers (T). 
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4. DETAILED RESULTS TABLES 
MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURING AND TRADING 

Fig. 3. Direct economic impacts by sub-sector 

Total EU + UK, € billion in 2019 
Total 
sales 

Produc-
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Manufacture of motorcycles 5.67 6.16 1.30 0.97 16,260 

Manufacture of parts 1.96 1.96 0.41 0.30 5,640 

Manufacturers' trading 4.22 0.86 0.62 0.20 3,410 

Motorcycle manufacturing industry 11.85 8.98 2.33 1.47 25,310 

Independent wholesale 10.41 2.26 1.14 0.74 37,670 

Retail 11.02 1.90 0.95 0.61 31,270 

Repair & maintenance 2.65 2.65 1.37 0.78 39,080 

Independent motorcycle sale & repair 24.08 6.81 3.46 2.13 108,020 

Motorcycle manufacturing & trading 35.93 15.79 5.79 3.60 133,330 

Fig. 4. Direct economic impacts by country: total motorcycle manufacturing and trading 

Motorcycle manufacturing & 
trading sector, € billion in 2019 

Total 
sales 

Produc-
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Austria 3.33 1.85 0.64 0.33 6,060 

France 5.62 1.99 0.85 0.63 15,630 

Germany 6.17 3.08 1.16 0.77 25,070 

Italy 6.80 4.04 1.16 0.77 28,000 

Spain 2.32 0.85 0.35 0.26 12,520 

Other EU 7.92 2.43 0.96 0.50 33,280 

UK 3.77 1.55 0.67 0.34 12,770 

Total EU + UK 35.93 15.79 5.79 3.60 133,330 

Fig. 5. Direct economic impacts by country: motorcycle manufacturing industry 

Motorcycle manufacturing 
industry, € billion in 2019 

Total 
sales 

Produc-
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Austria 1.50 1.50 0.50 0.26 3,680 

France 1.39 0.75 0.19 0.10 1,660 

Germany 2.65 1.96 0.46 0.35 3,260 

Italy 3.36 3.16 0.77 0.54 10,620 

Spain 0.51 0.22 0.08 0.03 1,010 

Other EU 1.45 0.76 0.21 0.10 3,000 

UK 0.99 0.63 0.12 0.09 2,080 

Total EU + UK 11.85 8.98 2.33 1.47 25,310 
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Fig. 6.  Direct economic impacts by country: independent motorcycle sale and repair industry 

Independent motorcycle sale & 
repair industry, € billion in 2019 

Total 
sales 

Produc-
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Austria 1.83 0.35 0.14 0.07 2,380 

France 4.23 1.24 0.66 0.53 13,970 

Germany 3.52 1.12 0.70 0.42 21,810 

Italy 3.44 0.88 0.39 0.23 17,380 

Spain 1.81 0.63 0.27 0.23 11,510 

Other EU 6.47 1.67 0.75 0.40 30,280 

UK 2.78 0.92 0.55 0.25 10,690 

Total EU + UK 24.08 6.81 3.46 2.13 108,020 

Fig. 7. Direct tax impact by country and sector of taxpayer and type of tax 

Motorcycle 
manufacturing & 
trading sector,  
€ billion in 2019 

Taxes on work and business1 
VAT on  

final sales to 
EU residents 

Total direct  
tax impact 

Motorcycle 
manufacturing 

industry 

Independent 
motorcycle sale 

& repair 

Austria 0.15 0.06 0.20 0.41 

France 0.06 0.28 0.48 0.82 

Germany 0.19 0.30 0.37 0.86 

Italy 0.28 0.21 0.43 0.92 

Spain 0.02 0.10 0.23 0.35 

Other EU 0.05 0.24 0.81 1.10 

UK 0.03 0.15 0.32 0.50 

Total EU + UK 0.78 1.34 2.84 4.96 
1 Income tax and social security contributions paid by employees, employers and the self-employed, plus taxes 
on corporate profits and business use of resources (property, vehicles, payroll, fuel and energy supplies, etc). 

Fig. 8. Total GDP impact by channel of impact and country of supplier 

Impact of motorcycle manufacturing 
and trading, € billion in 2019 

Direct 
GDP 

Indirect 
GDP 

Induced 
GDP 

Total GDP 
impact 

Austria 0.64 0.44 0.27 1.35 

France 0.85 0.66 0.65 2.16 

Germany 1.16 1.24 0.92 3.32 

Italy 1.16 1.37 0.84 3.37 

Spain 0.35 0.29 0.35 0.99 

Other EU 0.96 1.05 0.90 2.91 

UK 0.67 0.53 0.63 1.83 

Total EU + UK 5.79 5.58 4.56 15.93 
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Fig. 9. Total GDP impact by channel of impact and industry of supplier 

Impact of motorcycle manufacturing & 
trading, EU + UK, € billion in 2019 

Direct 
GDP 

Indirect 
GDP 

Induced 
GDP 

Total GDP 
impact 

Motorcycle manufacturing industry 2.33 - - 2.33 

Independent motorcycle sale & repair 3.46 - - 3.46 

Manufacturing (ex. motorcycles) - 1.65 0.61 2.26 

Other production - 0.37 0.35 0.72 

Wholesale & retail (ex. motorcycles) - 1.20 0.63 1.83 

Transport services - 0.33 0.22 0.55 

Information & communication - 0.19 0.19 0.38 

Finance & real estate - 0.61 1.23 1.84 

Professional & business services - 0.87 0.39 1.26 

Catering & personal services - 0.36 0.94 1.30 

Total 5.79 5.58 4.56 15.93 
 

Fig. 10. Total employment impact by channel of impact and country of workplace 

Impact of motorcycle manufacturing & 
trading, headcount in 2019 

Direct 
jobs 

Indirect 
jobs 

Induced 
jobs 

Total jobs 
impact 

Austria 6,060 5,250 3,260 14,570 

France 15,630 8,640 7,760 32,030 

Germany 25,070 18,190 13,010 56,270 

Italy 28,000 21,840 12,910 62,750 

Spain 12,520 5,110 6,000 23,630 

Other EU 33,280 21,560 17,450 72,290 

UK 12,770 8,140 8,480 29,390 

Total EU + UK 133,330 88,730 68,870 290,930 

Fig. 11. Total employment impact by channel of impact and industry of employer 

Impact of motorcycle manufacturing & 
trading, EU + UK, headcount in 2019 

Direct  
jobs 

Indirect 
jobs 

Induced 
jobs 

Total jobs 
impact 

Motorcycle manufacturing industry 25,310 - - 25,310 

Independent motorcycle sale & repair 108,020 - - 108,020 

Manufacturing (ex. motorcycles) - 23,760 8,780 32,540 

Other production - 4,540 6,720 11,260 

Wholesale & retail (ex. motorcycles) - 25,310 12,930 38,240 

Transport services - 5,140 3,530 8,670 

Information & communication - 1,810 1,580 3,390 

Finance & real estate - 3,350 4,000 7,350 

Professional & business services - 16,450 7,520 23,970 

Catering & personal services - 8,370 23,810 32,180 

Total 133,330 88,730 68,870 290,930 
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Fig. 12. Total tax impact by channel of impact, country and sector of taxpayer, and type of tax 

Impact of motorcycle 
manufacturing & trading, and use,  
€ billion in 2019 

Direct 
taxes 

Indirect 
taxes 

Induced 
taxes 

Enabled 
taxes 

Total tax 
impact 

Austria 0.41 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.86 

France 0.82 0.26 0.32 0.48 1.88 

Germany 0.86 0.51 0.47 0.88 2.72 

Italy 0.92 0.51 0.38 1.11 2.92 

Spain 0.35 0.08 0.13 0.44 1.00 

Other EU 1.10 0.35 0.39 1.18 3.02 

UK 0.50 0.17 0.24 0.21 1.12 

Total EU + UK 4.96 2.04 2.07 4.45 13.52 

Of which:      

VAT on final sector sales 2.84 - - - 2.84 

Road fuel duties - - - 3.72 3.72 

Licence fees / road user taxes - - - 0.73 0.73 

Total taxes on motorcyclists 2.84 - - 4.45 7.29 

Motorcycle manufacturing industry 0.78 - - - 0.78 

Independent motorcycle sale & repair 1.34 - - - 1.34 

Other sectors of industry - 2.04 1.61 - 3.65 

Total taxes on work & business 2.12 2.04 1.61 - 5.77 

Taxes on workers' spending - - 0.46 - 0.46 
 

MOTORCYCLE SPORTS ACTIVITIES 

Fig. 13. Direct economic impacts by country 

€ billion in 2019 
Total  
sales 

Produc- 
tion 

Direct  
GDP 

Direct jobs 
[head-
count] 

Direct  
tax 

Austria 0.04 0.04 0.02 440 0.02 

France 0.14 0.14 0.08 1,490 0.10 

Germany 0.10 0.10 0.07 1,020 0.03 

Italy 0.14 0.14 0.07 1,610 0.07 

Spain 0.13 0.13 0.08 1,860 0.04 

Other EU 0.18 0.18 0.10 2,620 0.12 

UK 0.08 0.08 0.05 1,060 0.02 

Total EU + UK 0.81 0.81 0.47 10,100 0.40 
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Fig. 14. Total economic impacts by country 

€ billion in 2019 
Total GDP 

impact 
Total jobs impact 

[headcount] 
Total tax 
impact 

Austria 0.08 1,090 0.04 

France 0.25 3,580 0.20 

Germany 0.30 4,860 0.11 

Italy 0.53 9,820 0.48 

Spain 0.26 5,010 0.07 

Other EU 0.48 11,020 0.21 

UK 0.18 3,020 0.05 

Total EU + UK 2.09 38,400 1.16 
 
MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF MOTORCYCLISTS’ ACCESSORIES 

Fig. 15. Direct economic impacts by sub-sector 

Total EU + UK, € billion in 2019 
Total 
sales 

Produc- 
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Accessories manufacture 1.09 1.09 0.35 0.20 4,450 

Accessories distribution 6.13 1.63 0.89 0.48 20,230 

Total accessories sector 7.22 2.72 1.24 0.68 24,680 

Fig. 16. Direct economic impacts by country: total accessories sector 

Manufacture & distribution  
of motorcyclists' accessories,  
€ billion in 2019 

Total 
sales 

Produc- 
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Austria 0.16 0.06 0.03 0.01 390 

France 0.85 0.27 0.13 0.08 1,980 

Germany 1.31 0.49 0.23 0.15 4,020 

Italy 2.12 0.96 0.38 0.18 5,960 

Spain 0.80 0.25 0.12 0.08 3,160 

Other EU 1.61 0.56 0.28 0.14 8,000 

UK 0.37 0.13 0.07 0.04 1,170 

Total EU + UK 7.22 2.72 1.24 0.68 24,680 

Fig. 17. Direct economic impacts by country: accessories manufacture 

Manufacture of motorcyclists' 
accessories, € billion in 2019 

Total 
sales 

Produc- 
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Austria 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 50 

France 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.01 170 

Germany 0.19 0.19 0.06 0.04 570 

Italy 0.54 0.54 0.16 0.09 1,520 

Spain 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.01 170 

Other EU 0.18 0.18 0.07 0.04 1,790 

UK 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.01 180 

Total EU + UK 1.09 1.09 0.35 0.20 4,450 
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Fig. 18. Direct economic impacts by country: accessories distribution 

Distribution of motorcyclists' 
accessories, € billion in 2019 

Total 
sales 

Produc- 
tion 

Direct 
GDP 

Employ-
ment 
costs 

Jobs 
[head-
count] 

Austria 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.01 340 

France 0.79 0.21 0.11 0.07 1,810 

Germany 1.12 0.30 0.17 0.11 3,450 

Italy 1.58 0.42 0.22 0.09 4,440 

Spain 0.75 0.20 0.11 0.07 2,990 

Other EU 1.43 0.38 0.21 0.10 6,210 

UK 0.32 0.08 0.05 0.03 990 

Total EU + UK 6.13 1.63 0.89 0.48 20,230 

Fig. 19. Total GDP impact by channel of impact and country of supplier 

Impact of manufacture & distribution  
of motorcyclists' accessories,  
€ billion in 2019 

Direct  
GDP 

Indirect 
GDP 

Induced 
GDP 

Total GDP 
impact 

Austria 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.08 

France 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.37 

Germany 0.23 0.21 0.17 0.61 

Italy 0.38 0.41 0.21 1.00 

Spain 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.32 

Other EU 0.28 0.25 0.21 0.74 

UK 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.23 

Total EU + UK 1.24 1.20 0.91 3.35 

Fig. 20. Total GDP impact by channel of impact and industry of supplier 

Impact of manufacture & distribution  
of motorcyclists' accessories,  
EU + UK, € billion in 2019 

Direct  
GDP 

Indirect 
GDP 

Induced 
GDP 

Total GDP 
impact 

Accessories manufacture 0.35 - - 0.35 

Accessories distribution 0.89 - - 0.89 

Manufacturing (ex. motorcycle-related) - 0.23 0.12 0.35 

Other production - 0.09 0.07 0.16 

Wholesale & retail (ex. m/c-related) - 0.25 0.12 0.37 

Transport services - 0.08 0.04 0.12 

Information & communication - 0.05 0.04 0.09 

Finance & real estate - 0.20 0.24 0.44 

Professional & business services - 0.21 0.08 0.29 

Catering & personal services - 0.09 0.20 0.29 

Total EU + UK 1.24 1.20 0.91 3.35 
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Fig. 21. Total employment impact by channel of impact and country of workplace 

Impact of manufacture & distribution  
of motorcyclists' accessories, 
average headcount in 2019 

Direct  
jobs 

Indirect 
jobs 

Induced 
jobs 

Total jobs 
impact 

Austria 390 320 240 950 

France 1,980 1,640 1,290 4,910 

Germany 4,020 3,070 2,340 9,430 

Italy 5,960 6,490 3,300 15,750 

Spain 3,160 1,900 1,730 6,790 

Other EU 8,000 5,840 4,590 18,430 

UK 1,170 1,050 1,180 3,400 

Total EU + UK 24,680 20,310 14,670 59,660 

Fig. 22. Total employment impact by channel of impact and industry of employer 

Impact of manufacture & distribution  
of motorcyclists' accessories,  
EU + UK, average headcount in 2019 

Direct  
jobs 

Indirect 
jobs 

Induced 
jobs 

Total jobs 
impact 

Accessories manufacture 4,450 - - 4,450 

Accessories distribution 20,230 - - 20,230 

Manufacturing (ex. motorcycle-related) - 4,130 1,910 6,040 

Other production - 1,610 1,670 3,280 

Wholesale & retail (ex. m/c-related) - 5,460 2,760 8,220 

Transport services - 1,340 740 2,080 

Information & communication - 510 320 830 

Finance & real estate - 930 790 1,720 

Professional & business services - 4,250 1,530 5,780 

Catering & personal services - 2,080 4,950 7,030 

Total EU + UK 24,680 20,310 14,670 59,660 

Fig. 23. Total tax impact by channel of impact, country and sector of taxpayer, and type of tax 

Impact of manufacture & distribution  
of motorcyclists' accessories,  
€ billion in 2019 

Direct  
tax 

Indirect  
tax 

Induced 
tax 

Total tax 
impact 

Austria 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 

France 0.14 0.05 0.06 0.25 

Germany 0.20 0.08 0.08 0.36 

Italy 0.31 0.15 0.10 0.56 

Spain 0.12 0.03 0.04 0.19 

Other EU 0.25 0.08 0.09 0.42 

UK 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.10 

Total EU + UK 1.09 0.42 0.41 1.92 

Of which:         

Accessories manufacture 0.12 - - 0.12 

Accessories distribution 0.29 - - 0.29 

Other taxes on work & business - 0.42 0.32 0.74 

Total taxes on work & business 0.41 0.42 0.32 1.15 

VAT on final sector sales 0.68 - - 0.68 

Taxes on workers' spending - - 0.09 0.09 
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OVERVIEW OF ALL QUANTIFIED MOTORCYCLE-RELATED SECTORS 

Fig. 24. Direct impacts by sector and country of motorcycle-related activity 

All quantified motorcycle-related 
activities, € billion in 2019 

Total  
sales 

Produc- 
tion 

Direct  
GDP 

Direct jobs 
[head-
count] 

Direct  
tax 

Motorcycle manufacturing and trading 35.93 15.79 5.79 133,330 4.96 

Motorcycle sports and events 0.81 0.81 0.47 10,100 0.40 

Manufacture and sale of motorcyclists' 
accessories 

7.22 2.72 1.24 24,680 1.09 

Total  43.96 19.32 7.50 168,110 6.45 

Of which: 

Austria 3.53 1.95 0.69 6,890 0.45 

France 6.61 2.40 1.06 19,100 1.06 

Germany 7.58 3.67 1.46 30,110 1.09 

Italy 9.06 5.14 1.61 35,570 1.30 

Spain 3.25 1.23 0.55 17,540 0.51 

Other EU 9.71 3.17 1.34 43,900 1.47 

UK 4.22 1.76 0.79 15,000 0.57 

 

Fig. 25. Total impacts by sector of supporting motorcycle activity and country of supplier  

Impact of all quantified motorcycle-related 
activities, € billion in 2019 

Total GDP 
impact 

Total jobs 
impact  

[headcount] 

Total tax 
impact 

Motorcycle manufacturing and trading1 15.93 290,930 13.52 

Motorcycle sports and events 2.09 38,400 1.16 

Manufacture and sale of motorcyclists' accessories 3.35 59,660 1.92 

Total  21.37 388,990 16.60 

Of which: 

Austria 1.51 16,610 0.94 

France 2.78 40,520 2.33 

Germany 4.23 70,560 3.19 

Italy 4.90 88,320 3.96 

Spain 1.57 35,430 1.26 

Other EU 4.13 101,740 3.65 

UK 2.24 35,810 1.27 
1 The total tax impact includes motorcyclists’ payments of road fuel duty, road user taxes and vehicle licences. 
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